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Abstract
This work examines the commutator structure of some closed subgroups of the wild group of
automorphisms of a local field with perfect residue field, a group we call J . In particular, we
establish a new approach to evaluating commutators in J and using this method investigate the
normal subgroup structure of some classes of index subgroups of J as introduced by Klopsch.
We provide new proofs of Fesenko’s results that lead to a proof that the torsion free group
T = {t +∑k1 aktqk+1: ak ∈ Fp} is hereditarily just infinite, and by extending his work, we also
demonstrate the existence of a new class of hereditarily just infinite subgroups of J which have
non-trivial torsion.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The aim of this work is to introduce a new method of evaluating commutators inside
the group of J (Fp) of automorphisms of Fp[[t]] of the form t → t +∑i1 aiti+1. In
particular we reduce the evaluation of [u,v] for given elements u,v ∈ J = J (Fp) to the
solution of a series of simple recurrence relations in the non-zero coefficients of u and v.
Our reason for doing this is that the study of commutators of elements in J is equivalent
to the study of the normal subgroup structure of J . As such we are able to demonstrate
that several classes of closed subgroups of J provide examples of hereditarily just infinite
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that the groups
T (r) =
{
t +
∑
k1
aqk+1tqk+1: al ∈ Fp
}
, q = pr
are HJI for all odd primes. Then using this fact we go on to prove the main
Theorem 1.1. Let r  s and let
Sr,s :=
{
t +
∑
k1
akt
k+1: ak = 0 ⇒ k ≡ −1 modps or k ≡ 0 modpr
}
.
Then Sr,s is HJI for all odd primes.
This provides a new set of examples of HJI pro-p groups. It is interesting to note that
whilst the Fesenko groups are torsion-free, the groups Sr,s are torsion riddled; i.e., every
open subgroup of S has non-trivial torsion, and thus the groups remain as possibilities for
Galois groups of just infinite pro-p extensions of a number field K unramified outside
some set of primes S not containing p. For more details on this work consult [1].
2. Evaluating commutators in groups of formal power series
Throughout [v,u] = v ◦u ◦ v−1 ◦u−1 with ◦ denoting group operation and p will be an
odd prime. Then given u,v ∈ J we may write
[v,u] := t +
∑
kl
akt
k+1, ak ∈ Fp, l ∈ N.
Thus
v ◦ u ◦ v−1 ◦ u−1 = t +
∑
kl
akt
k+1
⇔ v ◦ u − u ◦ v =
∑
kl
ak(u ◦ v)k+1.
So to evaluate commutators of formal power series, we need only solve some recurrence
relations on the ak . In all the calculations that follow, we will implicitly use the following
two lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let m n ∈ N, l1, . . . , ln ∈ N be so that ∑ni=1 li = m. Write Am,n(l1, . . . , ln)
for the number of maps
f : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n} so that ∣∣f −1(i)∣∣= li .
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Am,n(l1, . . . , ln) =
n∏
i=1
(
m −∑i−1k=1 lk
li
)
.
Proof. Induct on n. 
Lemma 2.2 [8]. Let n ∈ N and let a = ∑ni=0 aipi , b = ∑ni=0 bipi ∈ N, where ai, bi ∈{0, . . . , p − 1} for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. Then
(
a
b
)
≡ 0 modp ⇔ ai  bi ∀i.
3. Commutators in T
T is the group consisting of formal power series of the form
t +
∑
k1
aqk+1tqk+1, al ∈ Fp
for q some power of the prime p. We can define a filtration on T by setting
Ti :=
{
t +
∑
ki
aqk+1tqk+1
}
.
In order to investigate the commutator structure of this group we want to calculate [v,u]
for arbitrary elements v ∈ Tj , u ∈ Ti for i  j .
For convenience set i = j + e and given elements u,v ∈ T write (u◦ v)nc = u◦ v −u−
v + t . Notice this means that (v ◦ u)nc − (u ◦ v)nc = v ◦ u − u ◦ v.
Following the above reasoning we must evaluate the compositions v ◦ u,u ◦ v. It is a
simple exercise to verify that
u ◦ v = u + v − t +
∑
s2
(
s−j∑
k=j
uq(k+e)+1fs,k
)
tq(s+e)+1
and
v ◦ u = v + u − t +
∑( s−j∑
vqk+1gs,k
)
tq(s+e)+1s2 k=j
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fs,k =
∑
j (1)+···+j (q(k+e)+1)=q(s+e)+1
vj (1) · · ·vj (qk+1) (1)
and
gs,k =
∑
j (1)+···+j (qk+1)=q(s+e)+1
uj(1) · · ·uj(qk+1). (2)
In (1) we sum over integers j (l) so that j (l) > 1 ⇒ j (l)  qj + 1 whereas (2) is over
integers j (l) so that j (l) > 1 ⇒ j (l) q(j + e) + 1. It should be clear now why we have
identified Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 as crucial if we want to evaluate these products, and hence also
commutators in T . The parts of the sums above requiring analysis are the fs,k , gs,k . Let us
first consider fs,k; we collect information into
Lemma 3.1. Fix s and k and take notation as above.
(1) Suppose there exists a unique l so that j (l) > 1. Set j (l) = qm + 1 and j (n) = 1 for
all n = l. Then m + k = s and so s  2j .
(2) Suppose there exists l1, . . . , lq so that j (li ) > 1. Set j (li ) = qm+ 1. Then qm+ k = s
and so s  qj + j .
(3) Suppose there exists l1, . . . , lq+1 so that j (li ) > 1. Set j (li) = qm+ 1 for i = 1, . . . , q
and j (lq+1) = qn+ 1. Then qm+ n + k = s and so s  qj + 2j .
(4) Suppose in general there exist b1 so that j (l) = qm1 + 1, b2 so that j (l) = qm2 + 1
and so on to bd so that j (l) = qmd + 1. Then s = b1m1 + · · · + bdmd + k and so
s ∆(b1 + · · · + bd)j + j where ∆ := |{i: mi > 0}|.
This simple lemma allows one to write down fs,k for small values of s and so to write
down u ◦ v.
Proposition 3.1.
(1) Let 2j  s < qj + j . Then fs,k = vq(s−k)+1 and so the coefficient of tq(s+e)+1 in
(u ◦ v)nc is
s−j∑
k=j
uq(k+e)+1vq(s−k)+1.
(2) Let qj + j  s < qj + 2j . Then the coefficient of tq(s+e)+1 in (u ◦ v)nc is
s−j∑
k=j
uq(k+e)+1vq(s−k)+1 +
∑
m,kj, qm+k=s
(k + e)uq(k+e)+1vqm+1.
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term
(j + e)uq(j+e)+1v2qj+1.
(4) This process continues to expand in a uniform way as s increases in size.
Proof. Everything follows straightforwardly from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 3.1. To illustrate the
process I will evaluate fqj+j,j . We have
fqj+j,j =
∑
j (1)+···+j (q(j+e)+1)=q(qj+j+e)+1
vj (1) · · ·vj (qj+1).
If there exists a unique l so that j (l) > 1 then this j (l) can be chosen in
(
q(j+e)+1
1
)
ways and
we have j (l) + q(j + e) = q(qj + j + e)+ 1 from which it follows that j (l) = q(qj)+ 1
and we get a contribution to fqj+j,j of
(
q(j+e)+1
1
)
vq(qj)+1.
If there exist d say values of l so that j (l) > 1 then these d values can be chosen
in
(
q(j+e)+1
d
)
ways. Thus Lucas’ Lemma 2.2 tells us that d is either 0 or 1 modq .
So the size of s tells us that we must have d = q from which we may deduce that
qj (l)+q(j +e)+1−q = q(qj +j +e)+1. Thus j (l) = qj +1 and we get a contribution
to fqj+j,j of
(
q(j+e)+1
q
)
vqj+1.
The result follows. 
We can do exactly the same for v ◦ u; omitting the details, one may prove
Proposition 3.2.
(1) Let 2j  s < qi + j − e. Then gs,k = uq(s+e−k)+1 and so the coefficient of tq(s+e)+1
in (v ◦ u)nc is
s−j∑
k=j
vq(k)+1uq(s+e−k)+1.
(2) Let qi + j − e s < qi + 2j . Then the coefficient of tq(s+e)+1 in (v ◦ u)nc is
s−j∑
k=j
vq(k)+1uq(s+e−k)+1 +
∑
kj, lj+eql+k=s+e
kvq(k)+1uql+1.
(3) Let s = qi + 2j . In addition to the terms described above we also get in (v ◦ u)nc the
term
ju2q(j+e)+1vqj+1.
(4) This process continues to expand in a uniform way as s increases in size.
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thing to notice is that the leading coefficients of [v,u] and t + v ◦ u − u ◦ v are the same
and so we may immediately deduce
Proposition 3.3. Let u,v be as above with j < i . Then
(1) [v,u] = t − iuqi+1vqj+1tq(qj+i)+1 + · · · .
(2) [Tj , Ti] Tqj+i and if p divides i then furthermore [Tj , Ti] Tqj+i+1.
Proof. We have
t + v ◦ u − u ◦ v = t +
( ∞∑
s=2j
(
s−j∑
k=j
(
uq(k+e)+1vq(s−k)+1 − vqk+1uq(s+e−k)+1
)))
tqr+1
+
∞∑
s=qj+j
( ∑
m,kj, qm+k=s
−(k + e)uq(k+e)+1vqm+1
)
tq(s+e)+1 + · · ·
where r = s + e in the first sum. The first sum gives an identically zero expression and so
t + v ◦ u − u ◦ v = t +
∞∑
s=qj+j
( ∑
m,kj, qm+k=s
−(k + e)uq(k+e)+1vqm+1
)
tq(s+e)+1 + · · ·
= t − iuqi+1vqj+1tq(qj+i)+1 + · · ·
and the proposition is proved. 
4. T is hereditarily just infinite
Now that we have established some basic commutator relationships, we are in a position
to give an alternative proof of Fesenko’s Lemma about the nature of commutators of
particular elements in T . For future reference, we include a combinatorial lemma that is
proved in [4] and will be useful to us. We use the following notation: j = j ′pn(j) where j ′
is coprime to j . Recall also that q = pr .
Lemma 4.1 [4, Lemma 1]. Fix s so that 1  s  r . Let i > j  q2 and let i be coprime
to p. Let im, jm satisfy the following conditions:
(1) im  i , jm  j − q .
(2) (im, i) = 1.
(3) jm  j if im = i; qjm + psim > qj + psi if im > i .
(4) if im + qjm < j + qi , then im = rmi + smq for integers rm  1, sm  0.
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ym > 0 and zm > 0 only if xm > 0. Let q divide zm if zm  qj .
Then the equality
∑
(vmim +wmqjm) +
∑(
xmjm + ymqimpn(jm) + zm
)= I + qj,
ps−1i < I  psI, ps | I
implies that
I = psi.
Furthermore, if ps < q then up to renumbering we have v1 = ps , w1 = 1, i1 = i , j1 = j
and vm = wm for m > 1, xm = ym = zm = 0 for m 1; if ps = q then either up to renum-
bering v1 = q , w1 = 1, i1 = i , j1 = j and everything else is zero, or up to renumbering
x1 = q, y1 = 1, i1 = i, j1 = j and vm = wm = zm = 0 for m 1, xm = ym = 0 for m > 1.
The relevance of this result will become apparent in due course.
Fesenko considers elements u,v ∈ T whose coefficients satisfy particular arithmetic
requirements. He takes an element v ∈ Tj\Tj+1 for some j  q2 as
v = t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1
where vqk+1 = 0 if j + 1 k  qj is not divisible by q . Also
u = t + uqi+1tqi+1
for some non-zero uqi+1 and i > j relatively prime to p. He proves
Lemma 4.2 [4, Lemma 3]. With the same notation as above [v,u] is congruent modulo
t1+q2(i+j)+q to
(1) t +∑jmj cmt1+q(vmi+wmqjm) +∑jmj dmt1+q(xmjm+ymqipn(jm)+zm).
(2) t +∑vi evt1+q(qj+v).
In (1) the vm, . . . , zm together with im = i , jm  j satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.1.
In (2) the ev satisfy
(a) If v + qj < j + qi and ev = 0, then v = svi + rvq for sv  1, rv  0.
(b) epsi = −iuqi+1vqj+1 for 0 s < r , and eqi = (j − i)uqi+1vqj+1.
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proof of this result. We prove the results about the nature of the ev , the other results follow
in a similar way.
Proof. We demonstrate that the second description of the commutator is correct. In this
special case that u,v have a particularly simple form v ◦ u,u ◦ v become easier to describe
when we work modulo tq(qj+qi)+q+1:
v ◦ u = v ◦ (t + uitqi+1)
= t + uitqi+1 +
∑
kj
vqk+1
(
t + uitqi+1
)qk+1
= t + uitqi+1 +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 +
∑
kj
vqk+1uitq(k+i)+1
+
(
qj + 1
q
)
vqj+1uqi t
q(qi+j)+1 +
(
qj + 1
q + 1
)
vqj+1uq+1i t
q(qi+i+j)+1
+
(
qj + 1
2q
)
vqj+1u2qi t
q(2qi+j)+1 + · · ·
and
u ◦ v = u ◦
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1
)
= t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 + ui
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1
)qi+1
= t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 + ui
(
tqi+1 +
∑
kj
vqk+1tq(k+i)+1
+
∑
kj
(
qi + 1
q
)
v
q
qk+1t
q(qk+i)+1
+
∑
kj,lj
(
qi + 1
q
)(
q(i − 1) + 1
1
)
vqk+1vql+1tq(qk+i+l)+1 + · · ·
)
.
So as before we have v ◦ u − u ◦ v =∑αn(u ◦ v)qn+1 where [v,u] = t +∑αntqn+1 and
so (
qj + 1
q
)
vqj+1uqi t
q(qi+j)+1 +
(
qj + 1
q + 1
)
vqj+1uq+1i t
q(qi+i+j)+1
+
(
qj + 1
2q
)
vqj+1u2qi t
q(2qi+j)+1 + · · · − ui
(∑(qi + 1
q
)
v
q
qk+1t
q(qk+i)+1kj
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∑
kj,lj
(
qi + 1
q
)(
q(i − 1) + 1
1
)
vqk+1vql+1tq(qk+i+l)+1 + · · ·
)
=
∑
nK
αn
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 + ui
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1
)qi+1)qn+1
.
In order to prove the first claim of the lemma we work modulo tq(qi+qj)+1 and so this
expression simplifies to
−ui
(∑
kj
(
qi + 1
q
)
v
q
qk+1t
q(qk+i)+1
+
∑
kj,lj
(
qi + 1
q
)(
q(i − 1)+ 1
1
)
vqk+1vql+1tq(qk+i+l)+1 + · · ·
)
=
∑
nK
αn
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 + ui
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1
)qi+1)qn+1
.
Now we merely equate coefficients. We can trivially confirm what we already know,
namely that αn = 0 for all n < qj + i and that αqj+i = −iuivqj+1. It is also immediate
that αn = 0 for all qj + i < n < qj + i + q . Comparing coefficients of tq(qj+i+q)+1 we see
that
−iuivq(j+1)+1 = αqj+i+q ;
this process continues until we reach tq(qj+i+j)+1. Here we have
−iuiv2qj+1 = αqj+i+j + vqj+1αqj+i
and so αqj+i+j = 0 as required.
At this stage it is worth tidying up what we know. The previous large expression now
simplifies to:
−ui
(∑
kj
(
qi + 1
q
)
v
q
qk+1t
q(qk+i)+1
+
∑
kj,lj
(
qi + 1
q
)(
q(i − 1)+ 1
1
)
vqk+1vql+1tq(qk+i+l)+1 + · · ·
)
= αqj+i
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 + ui
(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1
)qi+1)q(qj+i)+1
+ αqj+i+q
(
t +
∑
vqk+1tqk+1 + · · ·
)q(qj+i+q)+1
kj
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(
t +
∑
kj
vqk+1tqk+1 + · · ·
)q(qj+i+2q)+1
+ · · · .
Compare coefficients of tq(qj+2i)+1:
0 = αqj+2i + uiαqj+i
and so αqj+2i = iu2i vqj+1.
Now using the nature of the non-zero coefficients of v and continuing in this way
we may deduce that α∆ = 0 ⇒ ∆ = qj + svi + rvq for some sv  1, rv  0 whenever
∆ < qi + j . We can also see that for all ps < q , we have
αqj+ps i = −iup
s
i vqj+1 = −iuivqj+1.
We finally need to look at αq(i+j). Notice that
αqi+j = juivqj+1
and so the same reasoning as above tells us that
αqi+psj = juivp
s
qj+1 = juivqj+1.
The value of αq(i+j) follows and the result is proved. 
The following lemma, amended from [4] is the final result needed in order to
demonstrate the main thrust of Fesenko’s reasoning.
Lemma 4.3 [4, Lemma 5]. Let 1 = H c U <o T . Then for all sufficiently large j coprime
to p, for all non-zero a ∈ Fp , there exists a series
t +
∑
kj
akt
qk+1 ∈ H, aj = a
so that for j + 1 k  qj + q2, ak = 0 if q does not divide k.
In the interests of completeness we now outline how Fesenko completed his proof that
T is hereditarily just infinite.
Theorem 4.1 [4, Theorem 4.4]. T is a hereditarily just infinite pro-p group for p > 2.
Proof (Outline). Let i , j , i − j be coprime to p. Then by Lemma 4.3, given any closed
normal subgroup H of an open subgroup U of T there exists an element v of the form
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(j − p, i + qp) gives us modulo a high power of t elements
t +
∑
vi
evt
1+q(qj+v), t +
∑
vi+qp
fvt
1+q(qj+v−qp)
in H for arbitrary non-zero elements ei , fi+qp . Thus we may pick these elements in such
a way that the composition gives us, again modulo a high power of t
[
v(j), u(i)
] ◦ [v(j − p),u(i + qp)]= t +∑
v>i
gvt
1+q(qj+v).
Fesenko shows that the coefficients of this power series also satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 4.2. Using this fact one can continue in this way to produce an element
t +
∑
vpi
hvt
1+q(qj+v)
in H where again hpi = 0 and the hv satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2. By induction,
one may now produce an element of the form t + t1+q(qj+qi) + · · · . Combined with
Proposition 3.3 it follows that we may, for all λ sufficiently large produce the element
t + tqλ+1 + · · · in H .
Thus it follows that T is HJI as claimed. 
Remark. The stumbling block to a proof that T is hereditarily just infinite for p = 2 is the
first arithmetic condition that i , j , i − j are all coprime to p. Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 remain
valid as they stand for p = 2. It is entirely likely that one will be able to remove this
arithmetic condition on i , j and prove T is HJI for p = 2 without adopting that different a
method to the one outlined above. At the moment this remains out of reach but I feel sure
a closer investigation of the methods used in this article would bear fruit.
5. Commutators in S
S is the group consisting of formal power series of the form
u(t) = t + a1tp + a2tp+1 + · · · .
We may define a filtration on S = S1 > S2 > · · · where now
S2n :=
{
t + anp+1tnp+1 + · · · : ai ∈ Fp
}
and
S2n−1 :=
{
t + anptnp + · · · : ai ∈ Fp
}
.
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v = t + vpj tpj + · · · with i = j + e. Then as above one can easily verify that
u ◦ v(t) = u + v − t +
∑
si−1+jp
( ∑
kj+e
ukp
∑
j (1)+···+j (kp)=sp
vj (1) · · ·vj (kp)
)
tsp
+
∑
∆(i+j)p
( ∑
kj+e
ukp+1
∑
j (1)+···+j (kp+1)=∆
vj(1) · · ·vj (kp+1)
)
t∆
and similarly
v ◦ u(t) = u + v − t +
∑
sj−1+ip
(∑
kj
vkp
∑
j (1)+···+j (kp)=sp
uj (1) · · ·uj(kp)
)
tsp
+
∑
∆(i+j)p
(∑
kj
vkp+1
∑
j (1)+···+j (kp+1)=∆
uj(1) · · ·uj(kp+1)
)
t∆.
In the first of these two expressions j (l) > 1 ⇒ j (l)  jp and j (l) ≡ 0,1 modp
whereas in the second of the two expressions j (l) > 1 ⇒ j (l) ip.
In order to prove that S is HJI we must evaluate some commutators. The following
lemmas are simple to verify.
Lemma 5.1. Let i > j .
(1) Let u = t + uitpi+1, v = t + vj tpj+1 + · · · . Then [v,u] = t − iuivj tp(pj+i)+1 + · · · .
(2) Let u = t + uitpi+1, v = t + vj tpj + · · · . Then [v,u] = t − uivj tp(i+j) + · · · .
(3) Let u = t + uitpi , v = t + vj tpj+1 + · · · . Then [v,u] = t + uivj tp(i+j) + · · · .
This lemma is proved exactly as Proposition 3.3 was proved and so we omit the details.
The following is less obvious and more important to the proof of the main result.
Lemma 5.2. Let i > j and let i be coprime to p. Take elements u = t + ui tpi+1,
v = t + vpj tpj + · · · with uivpj = 0. Then the first power of t in [v,u] that has non-zero
coefficient and is congruent to 1 modulo p is
−iuivpj tp(pj+i−1)+1.
Proof. A simple exercise in combinatorics enables us to evaluate
u ◦ v = t + vpj tpj + vpj+1tpj+1 + · · · + u
(
t + vpj tpj + vpj+1tpj+1 + · · ·
)
= u + v − t +
∑
uivλt
pi+λ
λpj,λ≡0,1 modp
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∑
λpj,λ≡0,1 modp
(
pi + 1
p
)
uivλt
pλ+pi+1−p + · · ·
and similarly
v ◦ u = (t + uitpi+1)+ vpj (t + uitpi+1)pj + · · ·
= u + v − t +
∑
µpj,µ≡1 modp
uivλt
pi+µ
+
∑
µpj,µ≡0,1 modp
(
µ
p
)
uivµt
p2i+µ−p + · · · .
Thus it follows that
v ◦ u − u ◦ v = −
∑
λpj, λ≡0 modp
uivλt
pi+λ − iuivpj tp(pj+i−1)+1 + · · · :=
∑
k∈N
αkt
k
where again [v,u] = t +∑k>1 αktk .
The result follows, once it is appreciated that αk = 0 unless we have that k is 0 or 1
modulo p. 
In order to prove the main results, the last piece of the jigsaw we need is a description
of some of the torsion in B . The following lemma is simple and indeed is contained in [3]:
Lemma 5.3. Write vp for group composition of v with itself p times.
(1) Let v = t + v1tpn + · · · ∈ S2n−1\S2n. Then
vp ∈ S2np−1.
(2) Let v = t + v1tpn+1 + · · · ∈ S2n\S2n+1. Then
vp ∈ S2np.
In his thesis [9] York gives a complete description of the elements of order p in the
Nottingham Group. The next two results are those contained therein that have relevance to
the situation here.
Theorem 5.1 [9, Theorem 5.5.3]. Let α = t +∑kn apktpk ∈J (Fp). Then α has order p
if and only if
a(2n+s−np+1)p−1 = fs(a(2n+s−np+1)p−2, . . . , anp)
for some given polynomial fs dependent upon s, α and n + s  np.
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order and αp = t + atp(pk)+1 + · · · .
These results follow merely from a close examination of the coefficients of the power
series. Notice also that Theorem 5.2 strengthens Lemma 5.3(2) above to show that given
v ∈ S2n\S2n+1 then vp ∈ S2pn\S2pn+1.
Given these results we can now prove
Proposition 5.1. Let 1 = H c U <o B . Then H is infinite and furthermore, H contains
elements of arbitrarily large depth.
Proof. As H is non-trivial there is an element in H different from t . Take such an
element v. If v = t + vj tpj+1 + · · · then by Theorem 5.2, v has infinite order and H is
infinite. Thus taking powers of v gives elements of arbitrary depth in H . Thus in this case
we are done.
Suppose instead that v = t +vj tpj +· · · . Then Lemma 5.1(2) implies that for any i > j ,
[
t + utpi+1, v]= t + uvj tp(i+j) + · · ·
and so it follows that H is infinite.
The same commutator relation tells us that we may alter coefficients of powers of t in v
occurring after the p(2j + 1)th power of t by composing v with
[
t + uj tpj+1, v
]= t + ujvj tp(2j+1) + · · · .
Thus by Theorem 5.1, H contains an element not of order p where the coefficients of later
powers of t are determined by the previous ones. Continue this process with the pth power
of this element. The result follows. 
6. S is hereditarily just infinite
The proof mirrors Fesenko’s proof outlined earlier. In particular, we take a non-trivial
(closed) normal subgroup H of an open subgroup U of S. Then H is infinite and contains
elements of arbitrary depth. We take such an element v and show that by taking appropriate
commutators of v, and of powers of v with arbitrary elements u ∈ Si for sufficiently large
i that we may realise, for λ sufficiently large in pN ∪ pN − 1, any element of the form
t + tλ + · · · in H . This will be sufficient to complete the proof.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that H is a non-trivial closed normal subgroup of an open
subgroup U of S. Suppose also that H contains
v = t + v1tpj+1 + · · ·
for some non-zero v1 ∈ Fp. Then H is open.
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of v we may assume that j is arbitrarily large. Then by Lemma 5.1(3), we can commutate
v in such a way that v approximates an element of the group T arbitrarily closely. T is
hereditarily just infinite, and so it follows that for all sufficiently large λ we may realise
t + tpλ+1 + · · · as an element of H .
Also by Lemma 5.1(3) we may realise t+ tpλ+· · · as an element of H for all sufficiently
large λ. Thus the result follows. 
In order to prove that S is hereditarily just infinite, it is now sufficient to establish the
next
Proposition 6.2. Let H be a non-trivial normal closed subgroup of an open subgroup U
of S. Then there exists in H an element
v = t + v1tpj+1 + · · · , v1 = 0.
Proof. Suppose that this is not the case. By the previous results we have proved, H must
contain an element of the form
v = t + vj tpj + · · ·
not of order p. Then from Lemma 5.2 we have[
v, t + u′tpi+1]= t + u′vtp(i+j) + · · · + (−iu′v)tp(pj+i−1)+1 + · · ·
where tp(pj+i−1)+1 is the first power of t that is 1 modp and has non-zero coefficient.
Also by Lemma 5.3 we may deduce that
vp = t + αtpλ + · · ·
for some non-zero α and sufficiently large λ. Thus[
vp, t + utpi+1]= t + αutp(λ+i) + · · · + (−iuα)tp(pλ+i−1)+1 + · · · .
Similarly[
v, t + u′tp(λ+i−j−1)+1]= t + vu′tp(λ+i) + · · · + (j − i)vu′tp(pj+λ+i−j−1)+1 + · · ·
where now tp(pj+λ+i−j−1)+1 is the first power of t that is 1 modp and has non-zero
coefficient. Thus noticing that taking the composition of these two commutators for an
appropriate choice of u,u′ gives us the element
t + γ tp(λ+i+1) + · · · + δtp(pj+λ+i−j−1)+1 + · · ·
where δ is non-zero, and this is the coefficient of the lowest power of t that is 1 modp.
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the element
t + δtp(pj+λ+i−j−1)+1 + · · · .
The result follows. 
Corollary 6.1. S is a hereditarily just infinite subgroup of J .
Proof. Simply combine Propositions 6.1, 6.2. 
Remark. Notice that this result seems to display the characteristics that one would expect
in attempting to prove a theorem of this nature. It is generally harder to produce as a
commutator elements of the form t + tpi+1 + · · · than anything else. It was this problem
that caused difficulties when people tried to prove the Nottingham Group is HJI for
p = 2. Notice that when p = 2 we actually have that J = S. These difficulties have been
overcome for J in a recent article by Hegedus [6], although it is worth pointing out that
the first proof that J is HJI for p = 2 was communicated by Fesenko to Leedham-Green
in 1999 and in fact the result follows from reasoning in [4]. In some sense Fesenko’s
calculations do the hard work for us in this case, and it is merely necessary to piece all the
various fragments together as we have done here.
It was only to ease difficulties of notation, and to keep the calculations as simple
as possible that we took B = pN ∪ pN − 1. The same calculations will lead with no
great complications to a proof that Sm,n := J (Bm,n) is hereditarily just infinite, for
Bm,n := pnN ∪ pmN − 1. However in the light of the method of proof, this reasoning
is only valid for odd primes as we do not as yet have a full even characteristic equivalent
to Theorem 4.1.
Lastly note that the group S has the property that every open subgroup has non-trivial
torsion. Thus the group S remains as a potential candidate to be the Galois group of a just
infinite unramified field extension of Q. See [1] for more details.
7. Appendix
Since the completion of this work, a preprint of Barnea and Klopsch [2] has appeared
which also considers various properties of index subgroups in J . The main results
contained in this paper are summarised in this
Theorem 7.1 [2]. Let Sr,s := J (prN ∪ psN − 1). Then
(1) Sr,s is hereditarily just infinite.
(2) Sr,r is of finite width and infinite obliquity.
(3) The width of Sr,r is  p + pr − 1.
(4) The groups Sr,r are pairwise non-commensurable.
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consult [7]. They also consider implications for the Hausdorff Spectrum of the Nottingham
Group, and indeed calculate a large part of this spectrum.
To prove results about the normal subgroup structure of a substitution group of formal
power series, the only real possible approach to this problem is to evaluate commutators.
In [2] the authors adopt a different method to do this than the one contained here, and it is
reassuring to see that our conclusions are the same.
In the light of [2] a major problem to tackle would still seem to be to calculate the width
of the Fesenko Group T . It does not appear possible to use the calculations of Barnea and
Klopsch for the width of Sr,r to do this. Indeed it is still far from clear to me whether or
not T will have finite width. Fesenko believes that T will have finite width based on some
lengthy preliminary calculations he performed several years ago but he emphasizes this has
still to be confirmed. However that S has infinite obliquity would certainly suggest that T
will do too.
Remark. Notice that since the acceptance of this paper the following result has been
established.
Theorem 7.2 [5]. The Fesenko groups T = T (r) have finite width and infinite obliquity for
all primes greater than 2.
This result was achieved using broadly similar methods to those used here.
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